
    
 

           

On Monday, 4 October, the seventh edition of Financial Education Day is to be held 

under the slogan "Your finances, also sustainable". The aim of this year’s event, 

promoted by the Bank of Spain and the Spanish National Securities Market 

Commission through the Financial Education Plan, is to make society aware of the 

importance of citizens acquiring knowledge about personal finance, a subject that 

affects their daily lives in many ways. On the occasion of the holding of the event, the 

Plan's network of collaborators has programmed a wide range of financial education 

activities throughout the country aimed at all kinds of groups.  

The slogan chosen this year, "Your finances, also sustainable", aims to combine the 

commitment to the environmental, social and governance sustainability of the planet 

with the management of personal finances in all its aspects, from proper planning of 

domestic finances to responsible investment. The main event of the Financial 

Education Day will be held at the headquarters of the Bank of Spain, in compliance 

with the health recommendations due to the pandemic and can also be followed via 

streaming on the website www.finanzasparatodos.es, as well as on social networks.   

The Governor of the Bank of Spain, Pablo Hernández de Cos, and the Chair of the 

CNMV, Rodrigo Buenaventura, will participate in the event, which will include speeches 

by the First Vice-President and Minister of Economic Affairs and Digital Transformation, 

Nadia Calviño, as well as authorities from the Ministries of Education and Vocational 

Training and Consumer Affairs. 

During the event, the final of the School Financial Knowledge Quiz will be held, and the 

Finance for All prizes will be awarded, which this year have gone to Afundación Obra 

Social Abanca, and the Association of Financial Users (Asufin) and connections will be 

made with different cities where some training activities are taking place.  

 

The financial education project developed by ASUFIN shows its commitment to 

financial consumer protection. ASUFIN is committed to carrying out educational 

initiatives tailored to the needs of consumers, which facilitates their access to training 
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and information and improves their ability to relate responsibly in the financial market 

with other stakeholders.  

The initiative of Afundación Obra Social ABANCA, with its programme 

“Seguramente, Emprende tu viaje: un plan lleno de aventuras” ("Embark on your 

journey safely: a plan full of adventure"), has provided schools with innovative tools 

with which to approach financial education, in line with the current educational 

curriculum. In addition, it has given students the opportunity to face the decisions 

involved in planning a trip and the unforeseen events that may arise, integrating 

financial education into the daily aspects of our lives and combining it with other 

knowledge such as those related to sustainability. 

The Financial Education Plan, promoted by the Bank of Spain and the CNMV, was 

born in 2008 with the aim of improving the financial culture of Spaniards and is able to 

count on the collaboration of the Ministries of Economic Affairs and Digital 

Transformation, Education and Vocational Training and Consumer Affairs, as well as 

the participation of 45 collaborating entities from all areas. 

 


